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Abstract 

 

Deployment and maintenance of the observing systems is one of the most useful 

component of weather and climate monitoring and prediction system. In-situ observations are 

considered as important component of the observing system and the same is often used to validate 

the remotely-sensed counterpart of the same. With the advent of technology and the growing 

demand of high density observations, various automatic components are being introduced in 

observing technology of in-situ observations. In India, with the modernisation of India 

Meteorological Department (IMD) during 2010, apart from IMD’s established operational rain 

gauge network, a new network of in-situ surface observations, comprising of automatic weather 

stations (AWS) and automatic rain gauges (ARG) have become operational. Many studies have 

shown the beneficial usage of these observed surface parameters, viz. pressure, temperature etc. 

from this network in now-casting and monitoring of synoptic scale weather systems. However, 

the studies on the quality of these observed rainfall from this network is limited. 

In this study an attempt has been made to validate 24-hourly accumulated rainfall of these 

stations against available neighbouring in-situ (SYNOP) and gridded (in-situ and satellite–gauge 

merged) observations for July-August of 2018 to 2020. Based on this procedure, a real-time 

monitoring method has been developed to assign quality flags to each station based on last 15-

days validation for its possible utilisation in operation and research purpose by many end users. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

With the continuous progress in science and advent of advanced technology, the quality of 

weather analysis and forecasts, along its usage in various sectors has grown tremendously in last 

few decades. At present, continuous efforts and emphasis are on to observe and predict localised 

weather phenomenon more precisely. Accurate analysis and prediction of spatial rainfall patterns 
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exert a key control on the applications to various sectors namely hydrology, agriculture etc.  

Meteorological observations are the back bone of the real-time weather analyses, forecasts as well 

as severe weather caveats. Present day’s global observing system comprises of in-situ 

observations along with space and land based remotely sensed observations.  The remotely sensed 

observations (satellite and radar) have large areal coverage and also provide very high density 

observations.  However, due to its associated uncertainty, still in-situ observations are required to 

validate and rectify the same (Simpson and Jones, 2014; Haiden et al., 2018; Saha et al., 2020). 

Although, the present days manned surface observational network is adequate for monitoring 

synoptic scale weather phenomena but the same is not true for meso-scale systems and their 

variability.  Automatic weather observations from surface stations (AWS/ARG) had promised 

varied applications in operational meteorology such as agro-meteorology (McNew et al., 1991; 

Hubbard et al., 1983), flash flood forecasting (McCulloch and Strangeways, 1966) and NWP 

models, etc. 

A network of 125 automatic weather stations (AWS) all over India was established by 

IMD before 2006, mainly along the coastal region for monitoring tropical cyclones. IMD also has 

an established network of rain gauge stations which are operationally used for analysing rainfall 

over the country. Apart from these, during 2010, an impressive new network of 550 automatic 

weather stations (AWS) and 1350 automatic rain-gauges (ARG) was conceived by India IMD, 

under its modernisation plan - Phase-I.  It was planned that each district of India will have one 

AWS and two ARGs to monitor localised weather systems and by the end of 2012 a network of 

541 AWS and 557 ARGs was installed over various parts of India (Ranalkar et al., 2012, 2014, 

2015). The observations from this new network has been monitored and validated in this present 

study and is referred as “New IMD-AWS/ARG network” hereafter. 
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These automatic stations are equipped with tipping bucket rain-gauge for measuring 

rainfall , with collector diameter of rain gauge as 20 cm and bucket is calibrated to tip when 0.5 

mm of rain water collected in it, with both hourly (reset at each UTC) and daily rainfall counter 

set (reset at 03 UTC everyday) (Ranalkar et al., 2012). The observations recorded by each stations 

are transmitted to receiving earth stations (ES) via satellite (INSAT). At earth stations, these 

observations are encoded in WMO SYNOP-MOBIL code and transmitted globally via global 

telecommunication system (GTS) for its further utilisation. However, for the appropriate 

operation of the network, it is very much necessary for a periodic maintenance of the AWS & 

ARG stations, including sensor checks and calibrations, as well as validation of collected data 

(Estévez et al., 2011). 

Quality control of rain gauge data has been an important topic since the beginning of 

manual rainfall data collection through tipping bucket rain gauge (Michaelides, 2008). Ranalkar 

et al. (2015) developed a quality control procedure for AWS observations, mainly comprising of 

climatological check and internal consistency check. As suggested by Zahumenský (2004), the 

gross error checks on raw and processed data, time consistency check involving single parameter 

and internal consistency check involving two parameters are the QC procedures adopted while 

processing AWS/ARG data in real time. However, a very important check, the horizontal 

consistency check, popularly known as “Buddy Check” is not generally applied at the station 

level quality control method.  As an objective analysis of observations is required for Buddy 

Check, so generally this check is performed at global data-processing centres before utilisation of 

these observations. As precipitation is a highly discrete phenomenon in space and time scale, 

horizontal consistency is also not achieved always and so other methods are tried to validate these 

observations. Lewis et al. (2018) compared the daily accumulated gauge data to the high-

resolution gridded daily dataset to estimate the initial quality of the gauge data over Great Britain 

region. 
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Several studies (Mohapatra et al., 2011; 2014, 2015; Ray et al., 2015)  have shown the 

beneficial usage of Indian AWS observations, specially wind and pressure in monitoring of 

synoptic scale  tropical cyclones and  now-casting of  meso-scale systems, however, there are not 

many studies on the utilisation of observed AWS and ARG rainfall for operational as well as 

research purpose. This may be due to the limited studies on validation and the quality of observed 

AWS and ARG rainfall. In this study an attempt has been made to validate AWS, ARG rainfall 

observations from this “New-IMD AWS/ARG network” against neighbouring in-situ SYNOP 

observations as well as gridded rainfall data sets. Based on the validation results, a method has 

been devised to delineate good quality AWS/ARG rainfall observations for its further utilisation 

in real time operation as well as for validation of NWP model outputs.  As in recent years many 

states of India are developing high-density meso-net observing network comprising of AWS and 

ARGs, the methodology developed through this study may be useful for judicially using the 

rainfall observations of these stations for weather monitoring and validation of NWP outputs. 

 

2. Data and methodology 

 

Daily rainfall observations (24 hourly accumulated from previous day 0300 UTC to 

present day 0300 UTC) of stations from the “New-IMD AWS/ARG network” has been validated 

against neighboring SYNOP observations and two gridded (one in-situ and other satellite-gauge 

merged) rainfall datasets over Indian region for July-August of 2018, 2019 and 2020 respectively. 

As rainfall is generally fairly well distributed over major parts of the country during the core 

monsoon months (July-August), the rainfall validation during core monsoon months has been 

carried out for this study. 

 

2.1 In-situ Observations: 

Indian SYNOP, AWS and ARG observations are transmitted to NCMRWF through a 

dedicated FTP system in real-time by Regional Telecommunication Hub (RTH) of IMD. These 
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observations are then decoded and archived in proper data-base for its further utilization in NWP 

system. Indian SYNOP stations generally reports observations at a frequency of 3hours, eight 

times a day (00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15, 18 and 21 UTC), however maximum number of stations (~300 

/day) are being received at 0300 and 1200 UTC. The coverage of SYNOP observations on a 

typical day of August, 2018, received at NCMRWF is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Coverage of SYNOP observations received at NCMRWF on a typical day of August, 

2018. 

 

AWS and ARG stations from this new network report observations with a frequency of one hour, 

however the count of daily reception of these hourly observations are highly variable with 

average maximum reception during the day time. The reception of all these observations are 

being monitored at NCMRWF in real-time (Das Gupta and Rani, 2010; Singh et al., 2018). The 

average number of AWS and ARG 0003 UTC observations are about 344 and 550 in July-August 

2018, which was reduced to 220 and 438 respectively in 2019 and further improved to 288 and 

348 respectively in 2020. 
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2.2 Gridded Rainfall Datasets: 

Two gridded rainfall datasets based on gauge-only and satellite-based gridded 

observations are used for validation of AWS/ARG rainfall observations in this study. First one is 

the daily gauge-only gridded rainfall dataset at 25 km spatial resolution generated by IMD (Pai et 

al., 2014).  However, the temporal density of the station points was not uniform and on average, 

about 2600 stations per year with a maximum of 6955 stations were available for the preparation 

of daily grid-point data (Rajeevan et al., 2006, 2008; Pai et al., 2014). Out of 6955 rain gauge 

station records, 547 records from IMD observatory stations, 494 records from Hydro-

meteorological observatories, 74 records from Agro-met observatories and 5845 records from 

stations maintained by the state governments (Pai et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2021). This data set 

has been widely used as a reference rainfall data for the evaluation of satellite-derived rainfall, 

validation of predicted rainfall by NWP models and various hydro-meteorological applications in 

India.  

The other daily gridded set used in this study is NCMRWF merged satellite gauge (MSG) 

rainfall product, generated jointly by NCMRWF and IMD (Mitra et al., 2003; Mitra et al., 2009).  

In this method rainfall is analysed using IMERG (GPM) satellite product as first guess and IMD 

in-situ gauge discussed above as observations, which corrects the satellite-estimated rainfall.  

This dataset is also extensively used in several studies (Prasad et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2017; 

Sridevi et al., 2020 etc.) to validate the model forecast over Indian region. As these gridded 

rainfall are used as background data for quality control of AWS/ARG rainfall stations from this 

new network, so an attempt has been made to inter-compare these gridded datasets for monsoon 

of 2018-2020.  

Figure 2 indicates the spatial variability of the rainfall time-averaged over core monsoon 

seasons (July-August) during 2018 to 2020 from IMD (first panel) and MSG (second panel) 

sources respectively. Western Ghats including Kerala, Goa, coastal regions of Karnataka and 
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Maharashtra received a very good amount of rainfall (> 20 mm day-1) during the study period. 

Orissa, Chattisgarh, eastern Madhya Pradesh, sub-Himalayan West Bengal (Sikkim) in the east, 

Assam and Meghalaya, Mizoram in the north-east and Uttarakhand, parts of Himachal Pradesh, 

Haryana and west Uttar Pradesh in the northern India also received pretty good amount of rainfall 

(≥ 20 mm day-1) during this period. Other regions including Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab and 

Haryana in the north, Rajasthan and Gujarat in the west and Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh in 

the south experiences rainfall in the range ~2-6 mm day-1 during 2018-2020 core monsoon 

months (Figure 2a-c).  

 

Fig. 2. First panel: (a)-(c) Spatial distribution of daily IMD rainfall time-averaged over core 

monsoon months (July-August) during 2018 to 2020 respectively over Indian landmass. Second 

panel: (d)-(f) same as before but for MSG rainfall. Third panel: (g)-(i) same as before but for the 

difference between IMD and MSG rainfall respectively. 
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Similar to the spatial variability of IMD gridded rainfall, during 2018-2020, MSG too have 

captured the similar patterns in rainfall distribution over the Indian landmass; however with 

under-estimation in Jammu and Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh, Assam, and Arunachal Pradesh and 

over-estimations in Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh (Figure 2d-f). The difference 

plots between IMD and MSG rainfall indicates that over the hilly regions (Jammu, Kashmir, 

Arunachal Pradesh, etc.), Western Ghats and Central North-east homogeneous rainfall regions are 

having positive biases and rest of Indian sub-continent are having negative biases (Figure 2g-i).  

 

2.3. Methodology: 

 

Validation of the AWS /ARG 24-hourly accumulated rainfall reported at 03 UTC was 

carried out against neighbouring SYNOP as well as IMD and MSG gridded rainfall data 

following the steps discussed below. 

(i) As the daily reception of AWS/ARG observations at NCMRWF is highly variable, 

only those stations with frequency of reported observations at least 75% in a month are used for 

the validation. These stations are termed as “Regular Station “.   

(ii) Out of these regular AWS & ARG stations, some of the stations are having 

neighbouring SYNOP stations within 50km of it.  In case, such neighbouring  collocated SYNOP 

stations exists and those SYNOP stations also report 03 UTC observations for at least 75% of 31 

days for individual months of July and August (24 days) in which AWS/ARG observations are 

available, then AWS & ARG rainfall is validated against that SYNOP observation. 

(iii) When collocated SYNOP station does not exist for any AWS/ARG location, then the 

rainfall reported by the station is validated against IMD and MSG gridded rainfall only.  IMD and 

MSG rainfall is interpolated on the location of AWS/ARG. 
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(iv) Various statistics e.g. correlation, root mean square error and biases for AWS/ARG 

rainfall observations are computed against collocated SYNOP, IMD and MSG rainfall data for 

month. 

(v) Monthly time series and scatter coverage plots for AWS/ARG rainfall observations 

along with collocated SYNOP, IMD and MSG also generated for all regular AWS/ARG stations. 

(vi) AWS and ARG stations with collocated SYNOP is said to be “matching” if the 

correlation of the same with SYNOP ≥ 0.7. 

(vii) For AWS/ARG stations with no collocated SYNOP is said to be “matching” if the 

correlation of the same with either of IMD or MSG ≥ 0.7. 

Based on the validation results a real time monitoring procedure has been developed for 

flagging each individual observations based on computed scores over previous 15 days. For 

flagging purpose a rather strict criteria has been used. Rainfall reported by each AWS/ARG 

stations is attached with flags ranging from 0 to 9, with 0 as the best. Flag 7-9 are assigned to 

irregular stations. Detail discussion on flagging criteria will be presented in the later part (Section 

4). Depending upon the assigned flags, end user can decide upon which stations to be used for a 

particular application. 

 

3. Validation of AWS and ARG rainfall during monsoon: 

 

In most of the cases, the surface observations like point rainfall from SYNOP/AWS/ARG 

are typically used as the ‘ground truth’ for evaluating model simulations, weather and climate 

research, etc since these observations are considered absolutely precise in nature. Since, these 

observations, are used in NWP for assimilation and verification, quality control (QC) of rain 

gauge data has been an important topic. Still, the QC of rainfall is particularly a challenging task 

as it is highly variable in space and time. In several reports, valid observations erroneously 
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identified as invalid “false positives” and its detection and correction is very much needed before 

it is applied for any NWP verification purposes. Thus, it is important to investigate the coverage 

(total, regular, matching and non-matching) of AWS and ARG stations over Indian landmass 

during the core monsoon months of 2018-2020 that are actually reporting for assessing and 

monitoring the quality of AWS/ARG rainfall data and thereby NWP verification via WMO GTS. 

 

3.1. Coverage plots: 

 

 Out of the functional AWS and ARG stations over India operated by IMD, NCMRWF 

received about 285 AWS and 446 ARG 03 UTC rainfall observations in average for the study 

period. 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Total coverage of AWS and ARG stations reporting 03Z rainfall received at NCMRWF 

for July and August 2018- 2020. [Left panel: (a)-(f) AWS stations and Right panel: (g)-(l) ARG 

stations.] 
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Figure 3 depicts the coverage of AWS and ARG stations that reported 03 UTC rainfall 

(accumulated last 24-hours rainfall) for July and August during 2018-2020. The number of 

stations received for each month are also displayed on the plot. As seen from plots (Figure 3a-f), 

reception of AWS observations deteriorated in 2019 (~35%) with respect to that of 2018 and 

however again slightly improved (~ 28%) in 2020.  Spatial distribution of AWS in 2018 shows 

fairly uniform coverage throughout India with good number of stations in the north, over Punjab 

and adjoining region. However, in 2019 there was less number of stations over the central and 

north-east India reporting 03 UTC observation. In 2020, marginal increase in the coverage is 

noticed especially over Kerala. The coverage of ARG stations reduced gradually from 2018 to 

2020 with relatively more decrease over north-east and central India. 

The daily reception of these observations at NCMRWF are not regular. As the validation 

of these observations are based on statistical scores, hence the observations only those stations 

which are reported observations at least 75 % occasions  in a month are  validated here. The 

AWS/ARG stations for which observations are received at NCMRWF for more than 24 days 

(75%) in a month are termed as ‘Regular Stations’. The coverage of regular stations for the 

different months for the study period is depicted in Figure 4. Thus, Figure 4 represents the 

coverage plot for the counts of AWS and ARG stations that has reported at least 75% of rainfall 

observations (i.e. 24 days) at 03Z out of 31 days during July and August of 2018-2020 

respectively over the Indian landmass. As seen from Figure 4 (a-b), spatial distribution of total 

AWS count in 2018 (July and August) are showing good coverage of stations over north India 

and southern peninsular region. The total count of regular AWS observations in July, 2018 was 

213 while in August, 2018, the count somewhat increased to 219. Figure 4 (c-d) indicates that the 

regularly reporting AWS rainfall observations has been reduced in both July and August of 2019 

than the previous year. In July, 2019 there are lesser number of AWS regular stations over north, 

west and south-eastern peninsular Indian region, which is reflecting similar in August, 2019 too. 
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It was almost 36.1% and 39.3% reduction in regular observations in July and August of 2019 

respectively than July and August of 2018. But the regular AWS count in July 2020 has been 

increased over north, central and southern peninsular region than in July, 2019 (17.6% increased) 

whereas the regular count of AWS in August 2020 increased to 37.6% than in August, 2019 

(Figure 4 e-f). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Regular coverage count of AWS and ARG stations reported during (a, g) July 2018, (b, h) 

August 2018, (c, i) July 2019, (d, j) August 2019, (e, k) July 2020 and (f, l) August 2020 

respectively. [Criterion used: 2018-2020: AWS ≥ 24 and ARG ≥ 24 for an individual month of 

July or August] 

 

Similarly, spatial distribution of regular ARG count in 2018 (July and August) shows 

good observation coverage in the north, east and southern peninsular region and relatively less 

clustering in the count over central Indian region (Figure 4 g-h). Figure 4 (i-j) indicates that the 
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regular count of ARG has also been decreased in July 2019 (45.7% than July 2018) and August 

2019 (39.8% than August 2018) similar to the regular count reduction in AWS count. In July, 

2020 the regular ARG count has been further decreased in small percentage over southern 

peninsular region, while in August, 2020, the regular ARG count has been decreased than the 

previous years of 2018 and 2019 (Figure 4 k-l). 

In the present analysis, some strict criteria based on correlation have been followed in 

order to sort out the performance of each regular AWS/ARG stations. Thus, statistics based on 

time-series analysis of July-August, 2018-2020 were carried out and AWS/ARG stations were 

sorted thereafter.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5A. Same as Figure 4, but for matching AWS/ARG rainfall with other in-

situ/gridded/merged gauge-satellite gridded observations. [Criterion used: r ≥ 0.7 for AWS/ARG 

with an individual month of July or August]  
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Figure 5A represents the coverage plot of AWS and ARG stations with correlation of 

observed rainfall against SYNOP or gridded rainfall computed for the month (July and August) is 

greater than equal to 0.7. This particular type is defined as “Matching stations with other 

observations” in this particular study. On an average, in 2018, 82 and 101 AWS and ARG 

stations respectively, which is basically ~ 23.8% and ~ 18.3% of total AWS and ARG stations are 

recommended as good stations. In 2019, the average number was 48 (~ 21.7%) and 72 (~ 16.4%) 

respectively while in 2020, the number was 84 (~ 29.2%) and 60 (~ 17.2%) during July-August 

respectively. The percentage values within parentheses indicate the change in reported 

AWS/ARG out of total observations received at NCMRWF of July-August during 2018-2020 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 5B. Same as Figure 4, but for non-matching AWS/ARG rainfall with other in-

situ/gridded/merged gauge-satellite gridded observations. [Criterion used: r < 0.7 for AWS/ARG 

with an individual month of July or August]  
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On the contrary, there were also a large number of AWS/ARG stations which have poor 

correlation with individual rainfall time series. These stations are not recommended to be taken 

for any application purpose. Figure 5B represents the coverage plot for the counts of AWS and 

ARG stations whose correlation between the time-series of each stations for each individual 

month and the time series of each station observations as obtained by gridded observation (IMD 

rainfall) or merged satellite-gauge rainfall (MSG) being less than 0.7. This particular type is 

defined as “Non-Matching stations with other observations” in this particular study.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Same as Figure 4, but for collocated AWS/ARG stations with land surface in-situ 

(SYNOP) observations. [Criterion used: SYNOP stations present within the radius of 50 km for 

regular AWS and ARG stations] 

On an average, in 2018, 134 (~ 39%) and 232 (~ 42%) AWS and ARG stations respectively are 

not recommended as good stations. In 2019, the average number was 85 (~ 38.4%) and 119 (~ 
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27.2%) respectively while in 2020, the number was 88 (~ 30.6%) and 105 (~ 30.2%) during July-

August respectively. 

There are a large number of AWS/ARG stations which have no collocated land surface in-

situ observations (SYNOP) stations nearby. For validation purpose, rainfall recorded by SYNOP 

stations are always taken as ground truth. Hence, it is necessary to decipher the coverage of 

collocated SYNOP with AWS/ARG stations during the study period. Figure 6 represents the 

coverage plot for the counts of AWS and ARG stations which have collocated SYNOP within a 

radius of 50 km to that particular AWS or ARG station. On an average, 111 and 136 AWS and 

ARG stations respectively have atleast one SYNOP station within 50 km radius during July-

August 2018, which is reduced to 78 and 90 respectively in 2019 while it increased to 93 and 79 

respectively in 2020. 

 

3.2. Time Series plots: 

 

3.2.1 Matching with in-situ/gridded (IMD/merged satellite) observations 

 

Figures 7 (A-C) represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG rainfall observations 

matching with land surface in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) for 

July and August of the year 2018-2020 respectively. Figure 7A (a-d) indicates the time-series of 

AWS with SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall during July and August of 2018 while for ARG rainfall 

time-series are indicated in Figure 7A (e-h). In most of the cases, the correlation co-efficient of 

AWS/ARG rainfall with SYNOP rainfall observations during July and August 2018 is greater 

than 0.75 and the maximum correlation value being 0.99 for the best matching station. In any 

case, if SYNOP observation is missing or the correlation co-efficient value between SYNOP and 

AWS/ARG rainfall observations is less than 0.7, then extracted station data from IMD-gridded or 

merged satellite-gauge rainfall (MSG) comes into account. In that case, the correlation co-
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efficient of AWS/ARG are checked with IMD/MSG rainfall observations and if the correlation 

value shows greater than 0.7 while SYNOP is not showing, still the station can be treated as good 

station. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7A. Time-series plots for in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall completely 

matching with (a-d) AWS rainfall and (e-h) ARG rainfall respectively during July and August of 

2018. Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 1a. 
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Fig. 7B. Time-series plots for in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall completely 

matching with (a-d) AWS rainfall and (e-h) ARG rainfall respectively during July and August of 

2019. Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 1b. 

 

It is hereby noted that, the stations with significant correlations have less root mean square error 

(RMSE) value and BIAS between the two time series is also significantly less (Figure 7A a-h). 

Similarly, Figure 7B (a-d) indicates the time-series of AWS with SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall 
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during July and August of 2019 while for ARG rainfall time-series are indicated in Figure 7B (e-

h). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7C. Time-series plots for in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall completely 

matching with (a-d) AWS rainfall and (e-h) ARG rainfall respectively during July and August of 

2020. Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 1c. 
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Moreover, Figure 7C (a-d) indicates the time-series of AWS with SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall 

during July and August of 2020 while for ARG rainfall time-series are indicated in Figure 7C (e-

h). The peak rainfall by SYNOP/IMD/MSG are captured very well in all the cases of all the years 

and the continuous monthly time series of AWS/ARG rainfall are also significantly matched with 

the other observations. 

 

3.2.2 Partially matching with in-situ observations 

 

Figures 8 (A-B) represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG rainfall observations 

partially matching with in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) for July 

and August during 2018-2020 respectively. Figure 8A (a-b) indicates that during the starting 

period of the month, when SYNOP/IMD/MSG shows peak rainfall, AWS failed to capture the 

rainfall. But in the mid/last phase of the month, AWS rainfall perfectly matches with 

SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall and even AWS also captured peak rainfall activity.  

 

 

Fig. 8A (a-d) Time-series plots for in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall partially 

matching with AWS rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. Statistical details 

within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 2a. 
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Fig. 8B (a-d) Time-series plots for in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall partially 

matching with ARG rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. Statistical details 

within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 2b. 

 

Similarly, Figure 8A (c-d) indicates that AWS partially captured the other rainfall 

observations, either in the first or mid phase of that particular month.  Hence, it can be found that 

the correlation co-efficient between the time series of SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall with AWS 

rainfall is particularly low (in some cases, it may be high due to the best fitting in any of the 

phase of the month) and their RMSE and BIASes are quite high indicating partial matching of 

different rainfall observations. Similarly, Figures 8B (a-d) represents the time-series plots for the 

ARG rainfall observations partially matching with land surface in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded 

rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) for July and August during 2018-2020 respectively. It is found 

to be comparable to that of Figure 8A (a-d) as mentioned above and is self-explanatory. 

 

 

3.2.3 Matching with satellite/gridded observations 

 

As noted before, there are a large number of AWS and ARG stations which are not 

collocated with any SYNOP station within the radius of 50 km. For those stations, which have no 
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collocated SYNOP, IMD and MSG rainfall remains the only option to check the quality of the 

station through correlation co-efficient, RMSE or BIAS during an individual month of a 

particular year. Figure 9 (A-B) represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG rainfall 

observations matching with gridded rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) while SYNOP rainfall is 

absent or missing for July and August during 2018-2020 respectively.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9A (a-f) Time-series plots for gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall (while for missing SYNOP) 

completely matching with AWS rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. 

Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 3a. 

 

It is indicative from Figure 9A (a-f) as well as Figure 9B (a-f) that the correlation co-efficient, 

RMSE and BIAS between AWS and SYNOP rainfall is – 99.00 since these stations have no 
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collocated SYNOP stations. All the figures in Figure 9 (A-B) deciphers that the time series of 

both AWS and ARG rainfall respectively either matches pretty well with the extracted station 

rainfall from IMD-gridded data or MSG rainfall data in an individual month of a particular year.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9B (a-f) Time-series plots for gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall (while for missing SYNOP) 

completely matching with ARG rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. 

Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 3b. 

 

3.2.4 Partially matching with satellite/gridded observations 

 

Figures 10 (A-B) represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG rainfall observations 

partially matching with gridded rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) for July and August during 
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2018-2020 respectively. These stations basically indicate that either the rainfall measuring sensor 

stopped (or started) working in the first or mid or last phase of the month due to various reasons.  

 

Fig. 10A (a-d) Time-series plots for gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall data (while for missing 

SYNOP) partially matching with AWS rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 

respectively. Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 4a. 

 

 

Fig. 10B (a-d) Time-series plots for gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall data (while for missing 

SYNOP) partially matching with ARG rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 

respectively. Statistical details within figure can be found more clearly in Appendix Table 4b. 
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Similar to Figure 8 (A-B), the time- series of rainfall from AWS or ARG stations partially 

matches (either in the first, mid or last phase of the month) with IMD or MSG rainfall 

observations during an individual month of a particular year. 

 

3.2.5 Not matching with in-situ/gridded (IMD/merged satellite) observations 
 

It is found that there are several AWS and ARG stations for which observed rainfall is not 

matching with either SYNOP or any gridded rainfall data. For some stations, the observed rainfall 

from AWS/ARG is negligible throughout the period, whereas nearby SYNOP and gridded 

rainfall shows good amount of rainfall at that particular location.  

 

 
 

Fig. 11A (a-f) Time-series plots for land surface in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall 

not matching with AWS rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. 
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Time series plots for some of the locations are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 (A-B) represents the 

time-series plots for the AWS and ARG rainfall observations respectively which do not capture 

the SYNOP or gridded rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) at all for July and August during 2018-

2020. It can be found from the figures that in most of the cases, AWS/ARG rainfall is showing 

zero rainfall and failed to capture the time series of SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall showing heavy or 

very heavy or extremely heavy rainfall in some months of a particular year.  

 

 
 

Fig. 11B (a-f) Time-series plots for land surface in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall 

not matching with ARG rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. 
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These type of observations for capturing or missing different intensity of rainfall by AWS/ARG 

stations are described in the upcoming section (Section 3.3). Since, AWS or ARG rainfall do not 

capture the other observations, statistics table is not shown within the figure. 

There are some AWS and ARG stations reporting very high amount of rainfall (spurious) 

on some days, which are not at all observed either in SYNOP or gridded rainfall data. Einfalt et 

al. (2006) studied the sampling error during the quality control procedure and has found that 

mechanical complications of the sensor could be associated with the same. However, Estévez et 

al. (2015) found that verification of rainfall records for being true correspond to spurious rainfall 

signals can only be approached by testing the consistency of rainfall data with other 

meteorological parameters measured at the same meteorological station.  

Figure 11C (a-h) represents the time series plots for the spurious values of AWS/ARG 

rainfall observations along with other rainfall observations (SYNOP/IMD/MSG) for July and 

August during 2018-2020 respectively. Figure 11C (a) indicates that AWS station ‘DRS’ is 

showing rainfall in the range of 300-350 mm day-1 for the month of July 2018 while other 

observations do not show any such extreme rainfall. Figure 11C (b) shows that AWS station 

‘SLP’ has given a peak of ~ 500 mm day-1 rainfall in August, 2018 and AWS station ‘KEJ’ has 

given three extreme rainfall peaks (minimum: ~ 620 mm day-1 and maximum: ~ 850 mm day-1) 

during July, 2019 (Figure 11C c). Figure 11C (d) indicates that AWS station ‘KEJ’ has given two 

rainfall peaks (~ 700 mm day-1) in August, 2019 similar to the previous month of this year. AWS 

station ‘ANR’ has indicated two rainfall peaks of ~ 850 mm day-1 and ~ 980 mm day-1 

respectively in July, 2020 (Figure 11C e). Figure 11C (f) shows that AWS station ‘AKL’ has 

given spurious rainfall peak ~ 700 mm day-1 in August, 2020. Figure 11C (g) indicates that ARG 

station ‘MTZ’  has given rainfall peak ~ 140 mm day-1 in July, 2018 while in July, 2020, ARG 

station ‘AAD’ indicated spurious rainfall peak of ~ 500 mm day-1 (Figure 11C h). Thus, it may be 
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noted that, AWS stations are much more vulnerable to indicate spurious rainfall peaks or ‘false 

positives’ than the ARG stations during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. 

 
 

Fig. 11C (a-h) Time-series plots for spurious AWS/ARG rainfall with land surface in-situ 

(SYNOP) or gridded (IMD/MSG) rainfall during July and August of 2018-2020 respectively. 
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3.3. Extreme Rainfall Cases: Time Series plots 

 

Based on the amount of accumulated rainfall in a day for extreme event studies, India 

Meteorological Department (IMD) has classified rainfall into three broad categories, viz. i) Heavy 

Rainfall (HR, 64.5 mm < R ≤ 115.4 mm), ii) Very Heavy Rainfall (VHR, 115.5 mm < R ≤ 204.4 

mm) and iii) Extremely Heavy Rainfall (EHR, R ≥ 204.5 mm), where R indicates Rainfall. 

An attempt has been made to verify the cases where AWS/ARG stations could capture 

this extreme rainfall events.  

 

3.3.1 AWS/ARG capturing Extremely Heavy Rainfall observations 

 

Figure 12A (a-d) represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG rainfall observations 

from this new network that could capture the EHR events and matching well with SYNOP or 

gridded rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) during the core monsoon of 2018-2020.   

 

 
 

Fig. 12A (a-d) Time-series plots for AWS and ARG rainfall along with SYNOP or gridded 

(IMD/MSG) rainfall for EHR matching cases. 
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It is to be noted that all the EHR hotspot locations do not either have any collocated AWS/ARG 

stations or if any AWS/ARG stations are present nearby hotspot locations, they could not have 

captured the event (details described in the next section). Hence, in these figures only those 

stations are shown which have collocated AWS/ARG stations that has excellently captured the 

EHR event. Figure 12A (a) indicates that the extremely heavy rainfall event occurred in August 

12, 2018 over Ramagundam (with nearest AWS station ‘KRN’) with an accumulated rainfall 

amount to 265 mm according to SYNOP rainfall observations. The AWS station captured the 

EHR event but is underestimated, however, the station excellently follows the 

SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall all throughout the month. IMD/MSG too have not captured the 

intensity of the SYNOP-observed extreme rainfall event. Statistical details are given within the 

figure itself. Figure 12A (b) indicates that the EHR event occurred in July 23, 2019 over Ratnagiri 

(with nearest AWS station ‘RTN’) with an accumulated rainfall amount to 280 mm according to 

SYNOP rainfall observations. The time series of AWS rainfall excellently captured the whole 

month rainfall observations from SYNOP/IMD/MSG, with special emphasis on the EHR event. 

Figure 12A (c) indicates that the EHR event occurred in August 4, 2020 over Bombay/Santacruz 

(with nearest AWS station ‘THN’) with an accumulated rainfall amount to 269 mm according to 

SYNOP rainfall observations. The station failed to capture the peak intensity of the EHR event in 

the first phase of the month (August 4, 2020), however, it has slightly overestimated in the 

mid/last phase of the month. Figure 12A (d) indicates that the EHR event occurred in August 5, 

2019 over Ratnagiri (with nearest ARG station ‘SVD’) with an accumulated rainfall amount to 

271 mm according to SYNOP rainfall observations. In this case, the AWS station ‘RTN’ have not 

provided the rainfall data for the whole month of August, 2019. The ARG station captured the 

EHR event excellently as indicated by SYNOP and have followed the SYNOP/IMD/MSG rainfall 

all throughout the month. Statistical details are given within each of the figure itself.          
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3.3.2 AWS/ARG not capturing Extremely Heavy Rainfall observations 

 

Figure 12B (a-d) represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG rainfall observations 

that has failed to capture EHR observations reported by SYNOP or gridded rainfall observations 

(IMD/MSG) during the core monsoon of 2018-2020. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12B (a-d) Time-series plots for AWS and ARG rainfall along with SYNOP or gridded 

(IMD/MSG) rainfall for non-matching EHR matching cases.  

 

In all the cases of these EHR events during July and August of 2018-2020, both AWS and ARG 

stations has completely failed to capture the extreme event and not even they have captured any 

rainfall occurrences as shown by SYNOP/IMD/MSG observations. Statistical details are given 

within each of the figure itself and is self-explanatory. In most of the cases, AWS and ARG 

stations have provided zero rainfall data which indicates that either mechanical errors occurred 

during extreme events or sensors are non-functional due to non-calibration or non-maintenance of 

the AWS/ARG site. Thus, a periodic maintenance of the stations, including sensor checks and 
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calibrations, as well as validation of data collected are need to be properly assessed and 

monitored.      

 

3.3.3 AWS/ARG capturing Very Heavy Rainfall observations 

 

Similar to Figure 12A, Figure 12C represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG 

rainfall observations that excellently captured the land surface in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded 

rainfall observations (IMD/MSG) during 2018-2020 containing VHR events. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12C (a-f) Time-series plots for AWS and ARG rainfall along with SYNOP or gridded 

(IMD/MSG) rainfall for matching VHR matching cases.  
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In most of the VHR events, the AWS/ARG stations have captured the event (as indicated by 

SYNOP rainfall) pretty well but in some cases, if there are two or more events have occurred in a 

month, some AWS/ARG failed to capture all the VHR events. Figure 12C (a-f) is self-

explanatory and statistical details are given within each of the figure itself. 

  

3.3.4 AWS/ARG not capturing Very Heavy Rainfall observations 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 12D (a-f) Time-series plots for AWS and ARG rainfall along with SYNOP or gridded 

(IMD/MSG) rainfall for non-matching VHR matching cases.  

 

Similar to Figure 12B, Figure 12D represents the time-series plots for the AWS/ARG 

rainfall observations that has completely failed to capture the in-situ (SYNOP) or gridded rainfall 
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observations (IMD/MSG) during July and August of 2018-2020 containing VHR events. In all 

the cases of these VHR events during core-monsoon of 2018-2020, both AWS and ARG stations 

has completely failed to capture the extreme event and not even they have captured any rainfall 

occurrences as shown by SYNOP/IMD/MSG observations. Statistical details are given within 

each of the figure itself and is self-explanatory. AWS or ARG stations have reported consistently 

zero rainfall occurrences in all of these cases while very heavy rainfall events have occurred. 

Thus, this is one of the primary aim of our study to assess and report the non-functional stations 

so that they get rectified after proper maintenance of sensor checks and calibration.  

 

4. Monitoring of AWS and ARG rainfall during monsoon 

 

It is important to monitor the quality or performance of AWS and ARG rainfall data over 

this vast network in both real time and non-real time activity. As discussed in the validation part, 

there are a huge number of AWS/ARG stations which are either not reporting daily or reporting 

erroneous data. It is of utmost necessary to identify those stations through proper real-time 

monitoring of AWS and ARG rainfall network in order to calibrate the bad sensors or repair those 

to utilizable condition. Extreme rainfall over the globe is increasing, particularly Indian region 

(Roxy et al., 2017; Saha et al., 2020). Hence, it is required to monitor the performance of the 

AWS and ARG stations reporting rainfall observations in real time in order to issue forecasts for 

the upcoming extreme rainfall events occurring over the Indian landmass. Also, the monitoring of 

the AWS/ARG stations are also very much important to agro-meteorology to aviation sectors. For 

this purpose, a real-time quality monitoring of AWS and ARG stations over the Indian region has 

been developed in NCMRWF, based on the validation results for flagging each individual 

observations centred on computed scores over previous 15 days. Rainfall reported by each 

AWS/ARG stations is attached with a flags ranging from 0 to 9, with 0 as the best. Flag 7-9 are 
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assigned to irregular stations. Flags 1-6 indicates different qualities and the rainfall data with 

these flags can be chosen by end-user for particular applications. 

 

During validation of rainfall data of individual AWS and ARG stations with in-

situ/satellite/merged-satellite data, it has been obtained that many of the stations have more biases 
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between two collocated stations taken for validation purpose. Hence, it is decided to proceed the 

flagging of individual stations which have minimum biases. The methodology adopted for 

assigning flags to individual stations is described above in a flow diagram. 

 For monitoring purpose, figures with assignment of flags from 0 to 9 is plotted daily based 

on the locus of each AWS and ARG stations over the Indian landmass as shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13 (A-B) represents the distribution of quality flags on 23 August 2020 and 27 August 

2020 respectively over the Indian map. Stations with “Flag 0” to “Flag 5” are treated as 

considerable stations to be taken for research as well as operational purpose since these stations 

are sorted based on high correlation and minimum bias criteria. On 23 August 2020, out of 270 

AWS stations, a totality of 124 stations are flagged as “Flag 0” to “Flag 5”, while 74 stations are 

flagged as “Flag 6” following the corollaries of STEP-1 and STEP-2 of Quality Flagging and 

these stations are not considered to be taken for further research or operational purpose (Figure 

13A a-b). 72 stations out of total 270 AWS stations are reporting irregular rainfall observations 

and are flagged as “Flag 7” to “Flag 9” following the STEP-3 criteria of Quality Flagging (Figure 

13A c).  Similarly, out of 335 ARG stations, a totality of 96 stations are flagged as “Flag 0” to 

“Flag 5”, while 101 stations are flagged as “Flag 6” (Figure 13A d-e). 138 stations out of total 

335 ARG stations are reporting irregular rainfall observations and are flagged as “Flag 7” to 

“Flag 9” and are reported as irregular stations (Figure 13A f). Similar to Figure 13A, a similar 

plot is shown for another date (27 August 2020) where 109 stations out of 268 AWS stations and 

88 stations out of 334 ARG stations are flagged as “Flag 0” to “Flag 5”, while 68 AWS and 87 

ARG stations respectively are flagged as “Flag 6”. 91 AWS and 159 ARG stations respectively as 

flagged as “Flag 7” to “Flag 9” based on the Quality Flagging criteria (Figure 13B a-f).  Daily 

quality flagging is done for monitoring purpose in order to identify the considerable and not-

recommended AWS/ARG stations for further research or operational purposes. A snapshot of the 

table containing the assigned Quality Flags for 23 August 2020 is given in Appendix Table 5.
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Fig. 13A. Distribution of Quality Flags on 23 August 2020 over the Indian landmass indicating (a) “Flag 0” to “Flag 5”, (b) “Flag 6”, and (c) 

“Flag 7” to “Flag 9” for AWS stations reporting rainfall observations. (d)-(f) Same as before but for ARG stations. 
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Fig. 13B. Distribution of Quality Flags on 27 August 2020 over the Indian landmass indicating (a) “Flag 0” to “Flag 5”, (b) “Flag 6”, and (c) 

“Flag 7” to “Flag 9” for AWS stations reporting rainfall observations. (d)-(f) Same as before but for ARG stations. 
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5. Summary and Conclusions 

 

In-situ observational networks, in spite of their limited coverage continue to be the 

backbone of the observing system. Automatic weather stations such as AWSs and ARGs are 

complementing the SYNOP Observations and are strong means to provide the data from remote 

locations. Under the IMD Modernization Programme Phase-I, the automated network expanded 

and a totality of around 675 AWS and 1350 ARG stations (New IMD-AWS/ARG network) were 

established for operational use. The main aim of this study is to monitor and assess the quality of 

rainfall observed by these AWS and ARG stations during core-monsoon season (July and 

August) of 2018-2020. The main conclusions drawn from this study are as follows: 

1. Though, AWS and ARG stations are reporting hourly rainfall observations over Indian 

region, however, for many stations report for all hours of a day are not transmitted.  

2. In this study, we have considered 03 UTC observations for all stations as at 03 UTC, 

stations are reporting last 24-hourly accumulated rainfall. However, it has been found that many 

stations on several days have not reported 03 UTC observation also. Thus, the stations which 

have reported 03 UTC observation atleast 24 days in a month (75%) are termed as regularly 

reporting stations and considered for validation purpose. 

3. All these regularly reporting stations have to be used with quality control for any 

research application, since many of the regularly reporting stations are reporting unrealistic 

rainfall observations. These stations are validated against collocated SYNOP/gridded rainfall 

data. 

4. In most of the cases, AWS or ARG stations are not collocated with LAND SYNOP 

stations, hence, the matching of rainfall observations by AWS/ARG stations need to be done with 

the in-situ gridded or merged satellite-gauge rainfall observations. However, it is well known that 

satellite estimated rainfall always underestimated the actual rainfall. Thus AWS/ARG needs to be 
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properly assessed and monitored periodically, especially during extreme weather seasons. This 

imposes the requirement of monitoring and validate AWS/ARG observations in real-time for 

assessing its quality.  

5. Daily monitoring of AWS and ARG stations reporting rainfall observations and 

assigning quality flags from “Flag 0” to “Flag 9” to individual stations based on the Quality 

Flagging criteria will identify the “good and regularly reporting” stations as well as “non-

considerable and irregular reporting” stations for research applications and NWP validation 

purpose. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1a. Statistical details from Figure 7A: 

 

Table 1b. Statistical details from Figure 7B: 

 

Table 1c. Statistical details from Figure 7C: 
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Table 2a. Statistical details from Figure 8A: 

 

Table 2b. Statistical details from Figure 8B: 
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Table 3a. Statistical details from Figure 9A: 

 

 

Table 3b. Statistical details from Figure 9B: 
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Table 4a. Statistical details from Figure 10A: 

 

 

Table 4b. Statistical details from Figure 10B: 
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Table 5. A snapshot of the details of Quality Flags for a particular date (23 August 2020): 

 


